Evaluation of Technology Literation Through Innovation of Autotronic Simulator Assisted Learning in Vocational Schools
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Abstract—The Cruise Control System (CCS) autotronic simulator is an automatic speed control system that functions to maintain the vehicle's speed at the desired speed without stepping on the gas and brake pedals. Autotronic learning innovation in vocational high schools is interpreted as a renewal of the learning process where the teacher originally taught the subject of autotronics using lectures, then innovated by means of the teacher learning using the lectures and the CCS simulator. The aim of this research is to evaluate the results of the innovation of autotronic learning through the use of an autotronic simulator on the aspects of technological literacy. The research method used is pre experimental design (non designs) one shot case study. The research was conducted in February-May 2020. The research location was in a public vocational high school in Bandung. The research sample used simple random sampling of 32 students. Data collection used automotive technology literacy tests. Data analysis using percentages. The results showed that: (1) 58% of students have literacy in autotronic technology in the aspect of understanding the components and workings of CCS technology; (2) 56% of students have autotronic technology literacy in the skills aspect of running CCS; and (3) 28% of students have literacy in autotronic technology in the skill aspect of analyzing disorders of the CCS.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ideally, learning in vocational schools aims to produce graduates or people who have the best predicate in knowledge, attitudes and skills in their scientific fields. Therefore, the success of the learning process greatly determines the sustainability and success of the individual in the future. How to provide the best facilities or learning facilities is a challenge for education providers. The best facilities and facilities must ensure that the process becomes easier, cheaper and of higher quality.

The reality in vocational high schools, learning is done conventionally. Many teachers carry out the learning process with the lecture or demonstration method and continue with practical activities in the laboratory/workshop, where students use a practical manual (jobsheet) to practice in the laboratory or workshop.

Limited practice facilities make teachers teach not based on the achievement of student competencies. Likewise, students practice simply carrying out teacher orders through practical work sheets. Learning sources and non-conventional educational media are still not optimally utilized by schools, so that many school graduates do not have competencies that are global character.

The results of observations in a vocational high school in Bandung illustrate the condition of practical facilities with out-of-date tools, and limited learning media as well. Limited practice tools and learning media make the learning process not optimal for the teacher.

Ideally, technological learning and technological capabilities are important factors in the occurrence of links and matches between schools and the world of work. Vocational education institutions, especially vocational high schools (SMK) in Indonesia, have not formed graduates who have two balanced skills between hard skills and soft skills [1]. This is related to the educational process in schools, where students get more hard skills but forget soft skills, so that in general the weaknesses of vocational high school graduates in filling job opportunities lies in the problem of personal skills. It is pointed out that there is a difference in goals between the world of education and the industrial world because the world of education wants graduates who have high scores in a fast time, while the industrial world wants graduates with technical competence and good attitudes.

An alternative to problem solving is an innovation in automotive vocational learning using an autotronic simulator to improve technological literacy.

Autotronic learning has learning characteristics that emphasize the ability of hard skills and soft skills. In the knowledge of autotronics, students are expected to be able to
apply the tools and practical materials of autotronic work when practicing. In autotronic practice, students are expected to have skills in work processes and produce work products that have quality and time standards.

The question in this study is how the autotronic simulator can improve the technological literacy of vocational students.

II. REVIEW LITERATURE

A. Literacy of Automotive Technology

Literacy comes from the Latin word literature which means it is marked by letters, literate, or educated. According to the Maryland Technology Education State Curriculum, technology literacy is the ability to use, understand, organize and assess an innovation that involves process and science to solve problems and expand one's abilities [2]. According to Rose the term technological literacy can be interpreted as: the ability to use technology, especially in learning and teaching science and the ability to inquiry, the ability to evaluate and make decisions [3].

In assessing technological literacy, usually educational researchers or practitioners can use guidance from the ETS (Educational Testing Service). This assessment focuses on the cognitive domain, namely problem solving and critical thinking skills associated with the use of technology to organize information. Measurement of assessment on technological literacy through seven performance areas, namely define, access, manage, integrate, evaluate, create, and communicate [4].

Technological and engineering literacy skills can be measured by tests that refer to the 2014 NAEP framework where there are 3 competencies in technology and engineering literacy assessments, namely: 1. Understand the basic principles of technology, which focuses on students' knowledge and understanding of technology and their ability to think and reason with that knowledge. 2. Develop solutions and achieve goals, which refer to students' systematic application of technological knowledge, tools, and skills to address problems in real social, design, curriculum, and contexts. 3. Communicate and collaborate, centered on the ability of students to use contemporary technology to communicate for various purposes and in various ways, work [5].

B. Simulator of Autotronic Cruise Control System (CCS)

Simulator is a learning media that can be used to solve problems in the learning process [6]. We believe that simulators can replace many of the expensive practical tools used in workshops. Simulators can be used in many contexts, including simulator technology for job optimization, safety, testing, training and learning. Therefore, simulation tools are continuously being developed and are now important tools in training and learning [7].

Simulator is a teaching model with the assumption that not all learning processes can be carried out directly on the actual object. Rehearsal is an example of a simulator, which demonstrates the process of learning. The simulator process is designed to approach the reality where movements that are considered complex are deliberately controlled [8].

Cruise Control System is a constant speed control system or often called an automatic speed control system (figure 1). This system functions to maintain the vehicle's speed at the desired speed without stepping on the gas and brake pedals. This system is very helpful when on long toll roads. Cruise control system, also known as constant speed drive system, allows the vehicle to automatically change the throttle opening during system activation and continue to run at a stable speed to reduce the driver's driving load [9].

With the increase in the level of congestion on the road the basic cruise control is less implemented, but now it is being developed again to meet the need to reduce driver fatigue by considering the reality that cruise control is adjusted. The new system is called Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), which allows your vehicle to follow the vehicle in front of it while adjusting its speed while maintaining a safe distance.

The job of the ACC is to make the vehicle follow its predecessor at a safe distance, and if there is no predecessor blocking it, then drive at a predetermined speed [10]. ACC controls the position and speed of the vehicle. It aims to create a speed error and zero position error. The reference signal in the figure consists of the desired position, speed, and possible acceleration. The desired speed is often the same as the speed of its predecessor. If following another vehicle requires a desired speed which is higher than the preset speed for free driving, this preset speed becomes the desired speed. The desired position usually comes from the desired distance to the predecessor. If there is no previous vehicle to follow, there is no reference position, and only the speed is controlled [11].

Cruise control systems or automatic speed control systems are widely applied to modern vehicles. Without constant speed control the long journey feels more tiring for the driver. With
the Cruise Control System the driver can maintain the vehicle at the desired speed without stepping on the gas and brake pedals. This system is very helpful when on toll roads.

C. Innovations of Technology Autotronic Learning

Innovation comes from English, which means anything that is new or is renewal. Innovation is an idea, item, event, method that is felt or observed as something new for a person or group of people in the form of invention or discovery [12]. Furthermore, innovation is defined as an idea, practice, or object that is considered something new for someone to achieve certain goals [13]. Innovation is also defined as the result of brilliant thinking characterized by new things that can be in the form of certain practices or in the form of human thought and technology used in solving a problem [14]. In some cases, innovation is equated with the term discovery or invention and invention or invention.

The terms innovation do have the same meaning as invention but have fundamental differences. Discovery is the discovery of something that actually already exists but is not known to many people. Invention is interpreted as the discovery of something that is really new and there has been no such thing before, while innovation is an idea, method, and everything that is felt as something new to a group of people.

The theory of innovation in education is a paradigm of an interrelated and inseparable unit between three main pedagogical processes which include creating novelty, mastering it, and applying it [15]. That is, the subject of educational innovation theory is the study of integration of development, mastering it, and its novelty integration. In essence, innovation theory in education is an innovative process in the education system, educational activities, novelty, and the educational environment that exists in the innovation process.

Innovation in education includes all activities in it. Starting from curriculum innovation, learning strategies, learning methods, learning media, and others. In fact, the application of interactive research in education is also categorized as an innovation. Interactive research is an elaboration process between traditional academic research on the one hand and action research on the other [16].

A certain idea or subject can be said to be an innovation if it has several characteristics in it. There are several characteristics in educational innovation, namely: (1) having an identity as a distinctive feature, (2) having novelty or novelty elements, (3) being obtained through a planned process, and (4) having a purpose [17]. So innovation in this research is a learning activity that has novelty or novelty.

The learning innovation assisted by the autotronic simulator in this study means the automotive learning process that has novelty. Automotive learning is carried out by the teacher using a simulator. This is different from the automotive learning done by teachers in the past. The teacher conducts automotive learning by using lectures and referring to textbooks.

Many automotive teachers in the automatic learning process teach using the lecture or demonstration method and continue to practice activities in workshops, where students use practice manuals (jobsheets) to do their practice. In the implementation of practicum activities, the teacher carefully plans a series of direct commands on student activity sheets that lead to the completion of an assignment. Limited practice facilities (laboratories) make teachers teach not based on the achievement of student competencies.

Automotive learning innovation is carried out in the following steps: (1) The teacher makes a cruise control system (CCS) simulator; (2) The teacher tests the simulator; (3) The teacher validates the simulator; (4) The teacher delivers autotronic material using the CCS simulator, including: explanation of the use of CCS, explaining the main components of CCS and its functions, how CCS works, comparing CCS tools with other similar tools, analyzing the advantages and disadvantages of CCS; (5) Students practice by running CCS; students analyze the working principles of CCS.

III. METHODS

This study aims to determine the technological literacy skills of students in the aspects of knowledge and autotronic competence. This research uses descriptive quantitative method. The study population was all class XI automotive registered in the second semester at one of the State Vocational Schools (SMKN) in Bandung City in the 2019/2020 school year. The research sample was one class of class XI students totaling 32 people with cluster random sampling technique by randomly selecting one class as the research sample [18]. The research instrument was a technology literacy test in the form of a competency test consisting of aspects of CCS technology knowledge and skills. Knowledge aspects at the level of understanding CCS, consist of: (1) explaining the components and functions of the CCS tool, (2) explaining how CCS works, (3) analyzing the advantages and disadvantages of CCS; aspects of skills consisting of; (1) skilled in running CCS and skilled at analyzing work disorders of CCS. The research was carried out in January-March 2020.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on the competency test on 32 students, data on technological literacy was obtained on the competence to understand the components and workings of CCS technology (autotronic), the following research results were obtained:
In order for the learning approach to give optimal results, there are several things that must be considered, including: (a) learning is held with real experiences and an authentic environment that allows a person to process learning to know and learning to do; (b) the content of learning is adapted to the characteristics of students because learning functions as an adaptive mechanism in the process of constructing knowledge, attitudes and abilities.

Therefore, CCS autotronic learning can not only be done using lectures or demonstrations, but requires a simulator and even having to do real work practice in the automotive field.

V. CONCLUSION

Technological literacy of school students down to the competence of knowledge of autotronic technology is quite good because more than half (58%) of students have literacy to understand the components and workings of CCS technology (autotronic), while technology literacy skills to analyze CCS disorders in students are low because only 28% of students.
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TABLE I. TECHNOLOGY LITERACY UNDERSTANDS CCS (AUTOTRONIC)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competency</th>
<th>Indicator of Technological Literacy</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Understand the components and how CCS technology works (auto-tronics)</td>
<td>Able to explain the main components of CCS autotronic technology</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Be able to explain the functions of CCS components</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Be able to explain how CCS works</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analyze the advantages and disadvantages of CCS autotronic technology</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understand the components and how CCS technology works (auto-tronics)</td>
<td>74/128</td>
<td>58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the table 1 the results of the study, it could be explained that: (1) 81% of students had literacy in the ability to explain the main components of CCS autotronic, while 19% or 6 students did not have the ability to explain the main components of CCS; (2) 59% of students have literacy in the ability to explain the functions of the CCS autotronic components, while 41% do not have the ability to explain the functions of the CCS technology components; (3) 50% of students have literacy in the ability to explain how CCS works, on the contrary 50% of students do not have the ability to explain how CCS works; (4) 41% of students have literacy in the ability to analyze the advantages and disadvantages of CCS autotronic technology; (5) 38% of students have literacy in understanding the components and workings of CCS technology (autotronic).

The results showed that less than half (41%) of students had low literacy in their ability to analyze CCS. This is presumably because the learning of autronic technology places more emphasis on low critical thinking skills. The contributing factor is not using simulator media in CCS technology learning.

The results of the next technology literacy research are the skills to run CCS and the skills to analyze CCS work disorders.

TABLE II. LITERACY COMPETENCE FOR AUTOTRONIC SKILLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competency</th>
<th>Indicator of Technological Literacy</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCS autotronic skills</td>
<td>Able to run CCS in automotive</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Able to analyze disturbances in CCS autotronic</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the data from table 2, it is illustrated that: (3) 56% of students have literacy skills to run CCS; (4) 28% of students have literacy ability to analyze disorders of autotronic CCS.

The results of the diagnosis of students having low literacy in the competence to analyze disorders of the CCS autotronic are suspected to be the contributing factors: (1) unable to apply knowledge of autotronic; (2) students have never done autotronic learning through simulations.


